
An Overview Of The Bible
Genesis

I. Introduction
A. The word “genesis” has reference to origins. Genesis is the book of 

origins, the book of beginnings. It deals with the beginning of creation, 
man, sin, sin’s consequences, and redemption.

B. Although it is an ancient book, Genesis continues to be relevant today. 
One writer observed, “If the truths of Genesis are out of date, man is 
out of date!”

C. Such subjects as the origin of the universe, the beginning of man, the 
effects of sin, and the need for salvation are certainly pertinent to the 
21st century.

D. Genesis was written by Moses. Although the events of the book 
preceded his birth, he was, with the help of God, able to record 
correctly the occurrences of the past.

II. Genesis And The Bible
A. In Genesis we have an introduction the rest of the Bible. Not only is it 

introductory, it is explanatory. It explains all that follows. It has been 
said that, “the roots of all subsequent revelation are planted deep in 
Genesis, and whoever would truly comprehend that revelation must 
begin here.”

B. Genesis and the Pentateuch.
1. The Bible begins with the Pentateuch (Greek: pente, five; and 
teuchos, book), or the five books of Moses. These five books 
(Genesis-Deuteronomy) were considered “the Law” by the Jews 
(Matthew 7:12; John 1:17).

2. In the Pentateuch you have a progressive five-fold revelation of 
God’s relationship with His people: 
a) Genesis: DIVINE SOVEREIGNTY in creation and direction.
b) Exodus: DIVINE POWER in redemption and freedom.
c) Leviticus: DIVINE HOLINESS in separation and sanctification
d) Numbers: DIVINE GOODNESS AND SEVERITY in caring and 

judging.
e) Deuteronomy: DIVINE FAITHFULNESS in discipline and 

destination.
3. Thus, it is seen that these five parts of the Pentateuch are really the 

Bible in miniature -- depicting creation to destination (Canaan). Can 
you make a spiritual application?

C. Genesis and the revelation of John.
1. It is interesting to recognize the relationship between Genesis and 

Revelation.



2. The two books compliment each other in many ways.
a) Genesis answers the question: How did it all begin?
b) Revelation answers the question: How will it all end?
c) In Genesis, access to the Tree of Life is lost (3:24).
d) In Revelation we see access to the Tree through Christ (22:14).
e) In Genesis we see the beginning of sorrow and death (3:16-19).
f) In Revelation there will be no more death (21:4).
g) In Genesis we see the evil triumph of the serpent (3:13).
h) In Revelation we see the ultimate victory of the Lamb (20:10).
i) In Genesis we see the walk of God with man interrupted 

(3:8-10).
j) In Revelation we see the walk resumed (21:3).
k) In Genesis we see sin in its beginnings.
l) In Revelation we see sin in its full development in the Harlot, the 

False Prophet, the Beast, and the Dragon.
m)In Genesis we have the sentence of condemnation passed on 

Satan.
n) In Revelation we observe the sentence executed.
o) In Genesis we are given the first promise of a coming Savior.
p) In Revelation we see that promise in its glorious fulfillment.
q) Genesis causes anticipation and anxiousness.
r) Revelation gives hope and assurance.
s) Genesis is the foundation stone of the Bible.
t) Revelation is the capstone laid at the very apex to indicate 

completeness.

III. Ways To Study Genesis
A. Biographically -- the book is rich in character studies.

1. Abel: the worshiper.
2. Enoch: the walker.
3. Noah: the worker.
4. Abraham: the wanderer.
5. Isaac: the watcher.
6. Jacob: the wrestler.
7. Joseph: the waiter.
8. Esau, Lot, and Cain: the lust of the flesh, lust of the eyes, and pride 

of life.
B. Spiritually -- no book is richer in spiritual values and lessons (cf. 

Hebrews 11).
C. Prophetically -- Genesis deals prophetically with Christ (cf. 3:15; 

22:18; 49:10), the nation of Israel (12:2; 49:8), and a host of other 
prophecies.

D. Dispensationally -- as it deals with the Patriarchal Age.



E. Typically -- many personalities and events in Genesis typify others to 
come.
1. Adam: type of Christ (Romans 5:14).
2. Noah: type of our salvation (1 Peter 3:21).
3. Ishmael and Isaac: typifies two covenants (Galatians 4:22-31).
4. Isaac: typifies the sacrifice of God’s Son (Genesis 22:14-18).
5. Melchizedek (king and priest): type of Christ (Hebrews 7:1-28).

IV. The Lessons Of Genesis
A. The existence of God. Genesis does not discuss, but simply affirms, 

the existence of God. The atheist fails to realize (or admit) that out of 
nothing comes nothing. If at one time in the past nothing existed, 
there would not be anything now. Something now is, therefore 
something has always been. The answer: “In the beginning God!” A 
design demands a designer. The answer: “In the beginning God.” Life 
does not come from non-life. The answer: “In the beginning God.”

B. The character of God. According to Genesis, God is the creator, 
lawgiver, judge, provider, covenant maker, and fulfiller of promises. His 
love, His mercy, His understanding of man’s plight, and His willingness 
to help are all brilliantly illustrated in the book. On the other hand, no 
book better shows the importance of heeding the authority of God 
than Genesis. His character is righteous and holy, and He desires His 
people to be the same.

C. The doctrine of man. Genesis says that there is something special 
about man (cf. 1:26-27). Man is not just a physical being, but is a 
spirit being as well, with a moral nature, freedom, intelligence, and in 
need of more than bread for he is more than matter. Genesis teaches 
that man is under the rule of God and is accountable to God. He is the 
object of God’s love and is thus redeemable.

D. The nature of sin. Adam and Eve chose to sin. Every person who sins 
does so because it is his/her choice. Genesis teaches that sin is 
deceptive and that sin is accompanied by consequences.

E. The blessing of faith. God has always required man to have faith and 
He has always provided the evidences for which to sustain faith. But 
the faith which God blesses is the faith which obeys. The importance of 
Genesis as a source which illustrates the nature of faith is further 
understood when we see that Abraham is called the “father of the 
faithful” (Romans 4:16). Genesis is not out of date for faith is not out 
of date! The New Testament often illustrates the nature and 
importance of faith by appealing to the examples of Genesis.

F. The faithful remnant. God has always had a remnant who were 
faithful. Even in wicked times there was always an Abel, Enoch, Noah, 
and Abraham.



G. Science and scripture. Although the Bible is accurate where it touches 
on those subjects which science touches, the scriptures were not 
written to give us a scientific analysis of our surroundings. Science and 
scripture view reality from different standpoints. Science deals with 
matter, its relationships and laws. Scripture, on the other hand, views 
reality from the standpoint of history.

V. The Outline Of Genesis
A. The theme of the book is the divine sovereignty of God in creation, 

history, and redemption.
B. Four outstanding events (1-11).

1. The Creation -- divine sovereignty in the physical creation. God’s 
eternal priority.

2. The Fall -- divine sovereignty in human probation. God’s moral 
authority.

3. The Flood -- divine sovereignty in historical retribution. God’s 
judicial severity.

4. The Babel Crisis -- divine sovereignty in racial distribution. God’s 
governmental supremacy.

C. Four outstanding persons (12-50).
1. Abraham -- divine sovereignty in a supernatural call.
2. Isaac -- divine sovereignty in a supernatural birth.
3. Jacob -- divine sovereignty in a supernatural care.
4. Joseph -- divine sovereignty in a supernatural control.

VI. The Four Events
A. The Creation.

1. The creation is not a human theory; it is divine testimony. The word 
of God testifies concerning truths which are above the intelligence 
of man, and beyond the reach of human investigation.
a) Genesis 1:1 is such a testimony. It is the first great truth which 

God would have man to know, and man could not know it apart 
from the divine testimony.

b) It is fashionable today to profess disbelief in miracles. Accept the 
first sentence of scripture and there will be little difficulty in 
accepting all the miracles that follow.

2. Genesis 1 denies many false philosophies of man.
a) “In the beginning God” -- denies atheism with its doctrine of no 

God.
b) “In the beginning God” -- denies polytheism with its doctrine of 

many Gods.
c) “In the beginning God created” -- denies evolution with its 

doctrine of chance.



d) “In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth” -- 
denies pantheism which makes God and the universe identical.

e) “In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth” -- 
denies materialism which asserts the eternity of matter.

f) The first testimony of God is not only a declaration of divine 
truth, but a repudiation of human error.

3. Man was the crowning of the creation.
a) The production of man in the likeness of God (1:26-27).
b) The provision for man in the garden (2:18-25).
c) The probation of man insure loyalty (2:16-17).
d) The progression of man as he dominates the animal world 

(2:19).
B. The Fall.

1. The tempting (3:1-5).
a) While the temptation was permitted, the tempter could only 

tempt. There need not have been sin. There was no reason to 
yield to sin.

b) Note the gradual growth of temptation:
(1) First, God’s word is questioned (3:1).
(2) Second, God’s word is contradicted (3:4).
(3) Third, God’s motive is challenged (3:5).

2. The yielding (3:6).
a) The first temptation in Eden became a pattern for all 

temptations. Compare Genesis 3:6 with 1 John 2:16.
b) Note also that God made it as easy as possible to resist 

temptation.
3. The results (3:7-24).

a) Shame (3:7); fear (3:8); cowardice (3:12-13); curses 
(3:15-19); separated from the garden (3:24). 

b) It is important to observe that in the midst of judgment, God 
remembers mercy and gives the first Messianic promise (3:15). 

4. Genesis 3 does not teach Calvinism! Today man bears the 
consequences (but not the guilt) of Adam’s sin. As a consequence 
of Adam’s sin, man was cut off from the Tree of Life; hence, 
physical death comes upon all. However, we do not bear the guilt of 
Adam’s sin (Romans 3:23; 5:12).

C. The Flood.
1. If there is one period of history more than another about which we 

could wish for more information, it would be the period between the 
Fall and the Flood.

2. The indications are that it was the most remarkable civilization our 
race has ever known: Human longevity, uniformity of language, 



nearness to original divine revelation -- think what that must have 
meant!

3. However, 1,600 years are packed into two pages. Could it be that 
God did not want us to miss the significant connection between the 
Fall (sin) and the Flood (judgment)? A key verse is Genesis 6:8. 
Noah was the tenth man from Adam in the Messianic line.

D. The Babel Crisis.
1. The Babel crisis occurred about 300 years after the flood. The 

people turned against God and as a result Babel (or Babylon) 
became forever the symbol-city of wickedness and rebellion against 
God.

2. Genesis 11:4 tells the real reason God’s judgment came against 
these people (cf. 1:28).

VII.The Four Persons
A. Abraham.

1. The three-fold promise is given to Abraham in Genesis 12:1-3.
a) The land promise (12:1b).
b) The nation promise (12:2a).
c) The seed promise (12:3b).

2. The rest of the Bible is the story of the fulfilling of these three 
promises.

B. Isaac -- the son of Abraham. It would be through Isaac that the 
promises would be realized.

C. Jacob -- the son of Isaac and the father of twelve sons who became 
the founders of the twelve tribes of Israel.

D. Joseph -- one of the sons of Jacob who attained prominence in Egypt 
and who was responsible for bringing the children of Israel into Egypt.

VIII.Conclusion
A. If Genesis is not true, the New Testament falls to the ground, for the 

very scheme of redemption is predicated on the fact that God is, that 
man is responsible to God, that sin has entered in, that man is in need 
of redemption, and that God has provided for man’s redemption.

B. To reject Genesis is to destroy faith in Jesus for He endorsed it 
(Matthew 19:4-6). To reject Genesis is to destroy our very birthright 
as human beings, created in the image of God, and consequently on a 
higher plane than the beasts of the field.


